Digitial and mobile inspections for
workability without compromise

Audit

Inspection Field Service
Management System

Finally on my smartphone I have all the documents
and the inspection procedures
NO TO PAPER..YES TO QUALITY AND TRACEABILITY
Remove paper and automate controls and field inspections
using mobile devices in online and offline mode.
Every action is mapped and historicized.

YOUR DIGITAL INSPECTIONS
Opera recreates your inspection reports
digitizing them so that they can be compiled
easily from your smartphone. The final report
will be identical to your corporate format.

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
Manage the life cycle of inspections, starting from
the creation to the allocation, closing and final
approval process.

In just a click I can follow the progress of
quality controls and interventions
MANAGEMENT VIA WEB

A Web console to manage all activities both
in and out of the office, available on your server
on site or on our Cloud. With the smartphone you
can work even without connectivity thanks to the
native App.

TRANSPARENCY WITH YOUR CUSTOMER

Allow your customers to view the status of
inspections, swap data or send messages.
With Opera they can open a ticket and follow
its development.

[OPTIONAL] CONNECT WITH SENSORS

Acquire and integrate the operating data of measuring
instruments or plants system with the "telemetry"
module. This way the history data becomes an
integral part of the inspection.

It's easy to add photos or report data directly
from the inspection site
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With just a click, I can follow the quality controls
and interventions
Quality Inspection and Control Management (QC).
All audit and control activities are monitored in real
time and historicized. And with Remorides.cloud
you can have them on Cloud without any effort.

Intuitive Review Management
In any moment you can generate a new
Review and maintain the history of all
modifications.

Documents Management anytime, anywhere
Organize documents in an easy tree view both
from the Web and on the go. Share drawings,
reports, multimedia files on the smarthphone and
with your field technicians. On all devices the data
are encrypted and secure.

Web portal for Customers
.
It is possible to assign an external link to customers
so they can follow their activities. This way they can
check their orders, upload missing data and even
open a ticket.

Fully Customizable Intervention Reports
A powerful configurator allows Opera to model
any template with a simple configuration of your
document form. This way you can fill in the fields
from your smartphone or from the Web and in one
click create a PDF identical to your original template.

Team collaboration through dedicated platform
Opera allows the sharing of information through
the exchange of messages on a dedicated social
platform. Even these information remain in the
history of Opera.

Approval based on a 3-level hierarchy
Inspections follow a validation process and approval.
The document for the customer is submitted to a
double verification and then released.

Real Time Instrument and Device Status
A combination of proprietary hardware and software
allows Opera to connect with instruments, machines
or systems and record data along with inspections.

Real Time, Real Team, Real Benefits
Exploit the power of digital collaboration
Achieve paperless
: procedures: make the most of the potential
of new portable devices to achieve complete digitization of
company certification processes, saving paper and valuable time.
Increase the efficiency:
: simplify the management of procedures
and guide your team to quick troubleshooting when performing
activities in the field.
Secure your future: Keep track of every activity performed through
the use of automatic procedures and ensure yourself before the law
in the event of compulsory activities
And... Automatically schedule your inspections, communicate and share
knowledge with your team through push notifications, use a single control
panel in real time, create customized reports with your custom KPI,
and much more...

Quickly configurable to generate reports
compliant with any standards
Opera makes it possible to integrate any type of technical and administrative
document in compliance with legal regulations and according to the field of use.
“With a simple click it is possible to upload and create the complete
record booklet of projects, assets or orders containing all the information
and ready to be delivered in case of verification"

Opera takes care about your critical information and secures it with
encryption and backup on its cloud space or on your own server.
“Your data is your knowledge and this is your safeguard in case of any
dispute with law. A secure automatic backup ensures peaceful sleep”

www.remorides.com

The first system designed specifically for paperless
controls and inspections
General Manager, engineer Mario Savini has a long experience
working with international firms that deal with software such as
biomedical field’s “mission critical” and industrial automation.
Head of Research and Development, engineer Marco Begotti,
has a long experience in the design and construction of plants,
.particularly in the energy and amusement industry.
Today many engineers are dedicated to the development of the system and
many experts from various sectors (Facilities, Energy, Industrial Automation,...)
have teamed up to make Opera even more powerful yet easy to use.
Remorides' mission is to create innovative systems to support those who work
hard every day, exploiting the human and intellectual skills gained in many
years of experience and making them available to anyone who wants to increase
the quality and efficiency of their own facilities or services.
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